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Licensing Sub-Committee - Thursday, 21st January, 2021
at 10.00 am in the Virtual Meeting - Zoom - Public Access via YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/bathnescouncil
AGENDA
1.

WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS

2.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND SUBSTITUTIONS

3.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
At this point in the meeting declarations of interest are received from Members in any
of the agenda items under consideration at the meeting. Members are asked to
indicate:
(a) The agenda item number in which they have an interest to declare.
(b) The nature of their interest.
(c) Whether their interest is a disclosable pecuniary interest or an other interest,
(as defined in Part 2, A and B of the Code of Conduct and Rules for Registration of
Interests)
Any Member who needs to clarify any matters relating to the declaration of interests is
recommended to seek advice from the Council’s Monitoring Officer or a member of his
staff before the meeting to expedite dealing with the item during the meeting.

4.

TO ANNOUNCE ANY URGENT BUSINESS AGREED BY THE CHAIR

5.

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS: 10TH DECEMBER 2020 & 22ND DECEMBER
2020 (Pages 7 - 24)

6.

LICENSING PROCEDURE (Pages 25 - 28)
The Chair will, if required, explain the licensing procedure.

7.

EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC
The Sub-Committee is asked to consider passing the following resolution:
“the Sub-Committee having been satisfied that the public interest would be
better served by not disclosing relevant information, in accordance with the
provisions of Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, RESOLVES
that the public shall be excluded from the meeting for the following item(s) of
business and the reporting of the meeting be prevented under Section
100A(5A), because of the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in
paragraphs 1 and 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Act, as amended.

8.

CONSIDERATION OF FIT AND PROPER - 2000194TAXI (Pages 29 - 52)

9.

CONSIDERATION OF FIT AND PROPER - 1900708TAXI (Pages 53 - 76)

The Committee Administrator for this meeting is Mark Durnford who can be contacted on
01225 394458.

Agenda Item 5
BATH AND NORTH EAST SOMERSET
LICENSING SUB-COMMITTEE
Thursday, 10th December, 2020

Present:- Councillors Manda Rigby (Chair), Steve Hedges and Karen Warrington
Also in attendance: Carrie-Ann Evans (Deputy Team Leader, Legal Services), John
Dowding (Lead Licensing Officer) and Terrill Wolyn (Senior Licensing Officer)

45

WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS
The Chair welcomed those present to the meeting and introduced the other
members of the Sub-Committee and the officers in attendance.

46

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND SUBSTITUTIONS
There were none.

47

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Councillor Steve Hedges informed the Sub-Committee that regarding agenda item 9,
the driver concerned had sent him a friend request via Facebook which he did not
accept and deleted.
The driver replied that he had done this by mistake.

48

TO ANNOUNCE ANY URGENT BUSINESS AGREED BY THE CHAIR
There was none.

49

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS: 29TH OCTOBER 2020 AND 12TH
NOVEMBER 2020
The Sub-Committee approved the minutes of 29th October 2020 and 12th November
2020 as a correct record.

50

LICENSING PROCEDURE
The Chair explained the procedure for the meeting to all parties who were present.
The parties confirmed that they understood the procedure to be followed for the
hearing.
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51

NEW PREMISES LICENCE APPLICATION: KETTLESMITH BREWING
COMPANY LIMITED, 15 NEW BOND STREET, BATH. BA1 1BA
The Senior Licensing Officer outlined the application to the Sub-Committee. She
explained that it was for a new Premises Licence for Kettlesmith Brewing Company
Limited in respect of 15 New Bond Street, Bath, BA1 1BA.
She informed the Sub-Committee that a representation of objection was received
within the statutory period from Fire Safety Officer John Brown on behalf of Avon
Fire & Rescue Service. The objection relates to the Public Safety licensing objective.
She stated that in response to the representation the applicant had submitted
revised floor plans and site plan. She said that additional information in respect of
the proposed use of the premises had been provided by the applicant and that
measures had been agreed with Avon Fire & Rescue Service to mitigate their
original concerns.
The proposals are as follows:
1. That the revised plan replaces the original plan submitted
2. That the following additional conditions are added to the Premises Licence:
•
•
•

There will be no public access to the first, second or third floors
There will be no sale of alcohol for consumption on the premises
There shall be no café within the premises

3. That all reference made to a café within the application be removed, by
removing the following measures offered within the operating schedule of the
application:
•
•

Alcohol sold inside the café will be only to customers who are seated;
and
Supervising and guiding visitors to the shop and café, at all times.

Evan Metz stated the case for the applicant and was questioned by Members. He
explained that the premises were to be used as a licensed pop up shop, a project
consisting of local artisan producers of wine, gin and cider. He said that the shop
would seek to replace the option of having a stall in the regular Christmas Market
that is usually held in Bath.
He stated that public access will only be to the ground floor of the premises and that
goods would be stored within the basement area.
Decision and reasons
Members have had to determine an application for a new Premises Licence at 15
New Bond Street, Bath. In doing so, they have taken into consideration the Licensing
Act 2003, Statutory Guidance, the Council’s Policy, Human Rights Act 1998 and
case law.
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Members are aware that the proper approach under the Licensing Act is to be
reluctant to regulate in the absence of evidence and must only do what is
appropriate and proportionate in the promotion of the licensing objectives on the
information before them. Members reminded themselves that each application must
be considered on its own merits.
The Applicant
Mr Metz addressed members on behalf of applicant. He indicated to members that
they sought to licence the venue as part of a temporary pop-up shop which consists
of a collection of local artisan producers who have come together to run a shop
during November and December. He noted that they are required to have a licence
to sell alcohol being a brewery but have others selling wine, gin and beer. He
explained that they sought to licence the entire building for sale of alcohol with the
idea being always to do off sales not on sales.
Mr Metz confirmed to Members that they propose to sell alcohol from ground floor
only but will store alcohol in basement. There will be no public access to the upper
floors of the building and the sale of alcohol is only for consumption off premises
mostly selling gift items and gift packs. He indicated that there was no intention to do
a café or any selling of alcohol for consumption on the premises.
Mr Metz confirmed that the applicant agrees to the measures as agreed in writing
with the fire service at Annex F to the report.
Responsible Authority
John Brown Fire Safety Officer on behalf of the Avon Fire & Rescue Service had
made a representation objecting to the application on the basis of the Public Safety
licensing objective. He did not appear before the LSC but members had a copy of his
written representation and were able to review the constructive dialogue that had
taken place between him and the Applicant. Members noted that in response to the
representations, the Applicant had submitted revised floors plans and site plan, as
well as additional information and measures in relation to the proposed use of the
premises, to further promote the Public Safety licensing objective.
Members further noted that measures had been offered by the applicant and agreed
to by the Avon Fire & Rescue Service to mitigate the Responsible Authority’s original
concerns.
Members were pleased to note the productive dialogue that had taken place
between the Applicant and Responsible Authority. Members reminded themselves
however that they must be satisfied that the measures offered were appropriate and
proportionate in the promotion of the Public Safety licensing objective; Members
were so satisfied.
Consequently, Members grant the application as applied for subject to the substitute
plans, with the additional conditions offered by the applicant and with the
amendments to the operating schedule to remove reference to the café.
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Authority is therefore delegated to the licensing officer to issue the licence with plan
substitutions detailed below, conditions consistent with the operating schedule save
for the changes indicated below and the additional conditions as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

The revised plan at Annex D of the report replaces the original plan submitted
and will be attached to the premises licence.
There will be no public access to the first, second or third floors of the
premises
There will be no sale of alcohol for consumption on the premises
There shall be no café within the premises.

All measures offered within the operating schedule that relate to a café to be
removed namely:
•
•
52

Alcohol sold inside the café will only be to customers who are seated; and
Supervising and guiding visitors to the shop and café, at all times.

EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC
The members of the Sub-Committee agreed that they were satisfied that the public
interest would be better served by not disclosing relevant information, in accordance
with the provisions of Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972. They
RESOLVED that the public should be excluded from the meeting for the following
item(s) of business and the reporting of the meeting be prevented under Section
100A(5A), because of the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in
paragraphs 1 and 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Act, as amended.

53

CONSIDERATION OF FIT AND PROPER - 16/03431/PHOP
The Lead Licensing Officer presented the report to the Sub-Committee. He
explained that the report invited the Members to consider whether the operator
before them remains fit and proper to hold a Private Hire Operators Licence issued
by this authority.
He stated that the Sub-Committee is asked to consider the matter, determine the
issue and take any action it may consider suitable after hearing any representation
from the operator or any representative acting on their behalf.
He said that the Sub-Committee is asked to consider the revocation of the operator’s
combined Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Drivers Licence by the Council’s Licensing
Sub-Committee and to consider the impact of the resolution on the operators
continued status as a fit and proper Operator of Private Hire vehicles in the area of
this Authority.
He informed them that the operator currently holds a Private Hire Operators Licence
issued by this authority with an expiry date of 31st October 2021 and records
indicate that the operator was originally licensed as a Private Hire Operator on 20th
November 1998.
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He explained that the operator appeared before the Council’s Licensing SubCommittee on the 29th October 2020 in relation to his Combined Hackney
Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence after the Council received complaints alleging
inappropriate contact with females and comments of a racist nature made to
passengers.
He added that the Licensing Sub-Committee also considered two breaches of
licensing conditions which were recorded on the drivers’ file. The Sub-Committee
considered representation from two complainants who attended the meeting and
representation made by the driver in response to the complaints.
He stated that the Licensing Sub-Committee resolved to revoke the driver’s
combined Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Drivers Licence.
The operator addressed the Sub-Committee. He asked why the matters referred to
on 29th October 2020 were being discussed again and whether any complaints had
been received specifically regarding his Operator’s Licence.
The Chair replied that the revocation of his Combined Hackney Carriage/Private Hire
Driver’s Licence had triggered the review of his Private Hire Operators Licence.
The operator asked if the Sub-Committee had received the three character
references he had submitted.
The Chair replied that they had been received and read by the Sub-Committee.
The operator stated that he had held his licence for many years and that the
complaints he had received were whilst he had been a driver for Uber. He said that
he had bookings in place for Christmas Day and that he had kept his car clean
during the ongoing pandemic.
He added that he operates a school run and that the parents concerned are happy
with him as an operator.
The Lead Licensing Officer asked if the incident from July 2016 occurred from a
booking made directly under his Operators Licence. He added that in this incident he
had used the contact details of a prospective female passenger to contact her via
Facebook Messenger and her mobile telephone. He said that when she said she did
not think this was a good idea and stopped responding the operator began
contacting her more persistently via messages and phone calls.
The operator acknowledged that this incident did relate directly to his Operators
Licence.
The Chair asked what he would do now if he did receive any further complaints
directly from customers.
The operator replied that he would advise any complaints to be addressed directly to
the Licensing department. He added that he had been an operator for over 30 years
and that in his opinion a lot of Uber customers do make complaints to attempt to get
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a free ride. He said that whilst working for Uber he had also received a number of
five-star ratings.
In his closing statement, the operator said that should further complaints be made
against him he would refer them to the Licensing department. He said that he
believed he was currently providing a good service to customers within Zone 2 and
that he was doing the best job that he could.
Following an adjournment, the Sub-Committee RESOLVED that the Private Hire
Operators Licence of the operator concerned be revoked on the basis that he is no
longer fit and proper.
Reasons
Members have had to consider whether or not an operator remains fit and proper to
continue to hold a Private Hire Operator’s Licence following the revocation of his
combined Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence. In doing so Members took
account of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, Human
Rights Act 1998, case law and the Council’s Policy.
Members reminded themselves that each case is considered on its own merits and
whilst they note that the operator’s separate driver’s licence had been revoked they
would carefully consider how and to what extent, if at all, the conduct that led to that
revocation has a bearing on his fit and proper status as an operator. They had
regard to the operator’s oral representations, the three character references he had
provided and balanced these against the report before them.
Members heard from the operator who indicated that he had been working for
himself as an operator for many years and he has had no complaints. He explained
that he has customers coming back as repeat bookings, his vehicle is clean and tidy,
and he is always smart. He said the last four complaints against him were from Uber
whilst acting as a driver and not as an operator but attributed these to customers
‘trying it on’ in order to get a free ride, aside from those complaints he said he had a
number of 5 star reviews. He said that if a customer has a complaint, he directs them
to the licensing department.
Upon questioning the operator conceded that the 2016 complaint involving a
prospective female passenger was in relation to him as an operator.
Members had regard to the fact that they were permitted by law to suspend or
revoke an operator’s licence on the grounds of (i) any conduct on the part of the
operator which appears to them to render him unfit to hold an operator’s licence
and/or (ii) on the basis of any other reasonable cause. There are other grounds upon
which a licence can be suspended or revoked but they are not applicable on the
facts of this case. Members noted that they also had the option to take no further
action or issue a formal written warning if the facts of the case warranted it.
In this case the operator is a ‘one-man band’ and is therefore responsible for taking
bookings including obtaining all the personal and other information required from a
passenger to make their booking as well as fulfilling the booking in his capacity as a
driver.
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Whilst there is no judicially approved test of fitness and propriety for private hire
operators, they did find the commentary from ‘Button on Taxis’ of some assistance
when considering fit and proper in this context. Notably, the following commentary:
“When a booking is made for a private hire vehicle, the person booking that
vehicle will provide a significant amount of generally personal information to
that operator. This can include the times that they leave and return to their
home, where they are travelling, the frequency of those visits, whether they
are going on holiday for a period of time and so on. It is essential that the
recipient of that information, the operator, ensures that the information is not
used for criminal or other unacceptable purposes” (para 12.35 p. 630).
In relation to questions that could be posed when determining fit and proper Mr
Button proposes as follows:
‘Would I be comfortable providing sensitive information such as holiday or
business plans, movements of my family or other personal information to this
person and feel safe in the knowledge that such information will not be used
or passed on for criminal or unacceptable purposes?’ (para 12.35 p.630)
“Although operators are unlikely to have direct contact with an individual
passenger and certainly do not have the same degree of control over a
passenger as a driver does, it is important that they are a person of integrity.
They receive and then hold personal information as outlined above and the
public must have confidence in their honesty.” (para 12.36 p. 631).
Members considered the Minutes and Reasons from the LSC hearing on 29th
October 2020 as well as the representations from the operator and thought about to
what extent, if any, the complaints that led to that revocation were relevant to the
matter before them today.
In relation to the licensees failure to return a DBS certificate to the licensing authority
in 2015 and failure to report a speeding offence in 2016, when taken in isolation
these are not sufficiently serious to warrant a suspension or revocation but are
administrative failings which weigh in the balance against the operator when
considering fitness and propriety.
Members determined that the conduct from July 2016 in relation to a prospective
female passenger and February 2019 in relation to a female passenger, was
relevant to the operator’s fit and proper status as they show how he has used the
personal information of passengers; this is of direct relevance to his conduct as an
operator.
In relation to the July 2016 incident he was acting in his capacity as an operator and
had used the contact details of a prospective female passenger to contact her via
Facebook Messenger and mobile telephone. His contact had strayed beyond the
professional into the personal namely, asking to be friends, suggesting they meet up
and when she said she did not think this was a good idea and stopped responding,
contacting her more persistently via messages and phone calls. An operator should
be trusted to use the contact details of passengers only for the purely professional
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purposes for which they are intended and not for unacceptable purposes. Initially the
operator denied to Members that there had been any complaints against him in his
capacity as an operator but eventually conceded on questioning by the Lead Officer
that this was a complaint against him as an operator.
The February 2019 incident involved a female passenger who had left her mobile
telephone in his vehicle and came after a clear written warning regarding his conduct
for the 2016 incident. Rather than dealing with the lost phone in accordance with the
lost property condition on his licence or Uber’s lost property policy, he examined the
bank cards contained in the phone case and used the details on those cards, to
search for the person on Facebook. He managed to track her down and attended her
place of work to return the mobile telephone. When a colleague said they would pass
it on he refused as he wanted to hand it back personally. When he handed the
phone back in person eventually, he asked the female to be his Facebook ‘friend’
which she did not want. The female described this behaviour in her complaint to
Uber as “inappropriate, just a bit creepy”. Whilst this conduct took place when acting
in his capacity as a driver Members consider it to be relevant to his fit and proper
status as an operator as it demonstrates again how he handles personal information
related to his passengers. Members find his dealings to be unacceptable and not
what you would expect from an operator or driver, and he was unable to follow
conditions and policy which is an integral part of being a fit and proper operator.
Members found that there had been three incidents of a racist nature concerning the
operator between September 2019 and June 2020, albeit when acting in his capacity
as a driver. Each incident involved him using words and expressing opinions that
were sufficiently serious and offensive to his passengers that they resulted in
complaints and in relation to the most recent incident had a lasting emotional impact
on the complainant. Members find that this conduct is relevant to his fit and proper
status as an operator as they go to his character and conduct, and operators and
drivers alike are expected to deal with passengers in a way that is not racist.
For the reasons identified herein, the Members’ written decision of 29th October 2020
is of relevance to this decision and rather than rehearsing that decision here, it is
adopted and will be appended to this decision. Members did not find the operator’s
account or presentation before them to credible. Whilst members do not consider he
would pass on personal information for criminal purposes they are not satisfied that
the operator will not use personal information of passengers for unacceptable
purposes straying from the professional to personal, nor are they satisfied that he
can always act with integrity. They are not satisfied that he can conduct himself in a
way that promotes equality to all members of the community and all potential
customers, something that they would expect from all operators.
In the light of these reasons Members do not consider that the operator is fit and
proper to continue to hold his operators’ licence. Accordingly, authority is delegated
to the Lead Officer to revoke the licence with notice.
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Reasons of the decision made by the Licensing Sub-Committee on 29th
October 2020
Members have had to consider whether a Licensee remains fit and proper to hold a
combined Hackney Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s licence in the light of a number of
complaints that had been made against him and his conduct as a BANES licensed
driver. In doing so Members took account of the Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1976, Human Rights Act 1998, case law and the Council’s Policy.
Members reminded themselves that each case is considered on its own merits. They
had regard to the licensee’s oral representations and written representations and
balanced these against the report before them together with the first-hand account of
a complainant and her witness.
The complainant in relation to the June 2020 incident indicated to members that she
was not aggressive in any way and it is difficult to hear that this is not the first time
that the Licensee has been challenged about racist comments. What he did was
really abhorrent and impacted her, particularly for him to use that word so
comfortably and demean her experiences as a woman of colour. She explained
though, that she really retained her composure until she got out of the car. She
explained to Members that using the word that he did should be enough to make a
person lose their licence in her opinion. She explained that she does not even use
that word even though technically she could. The complainant described getting out
of the car shaking and was only comfortable arguing her piece because her partner
was there. She expressed the view to Members that the knowledge that other
women have made accusations is really worrying, as there are people who could get
in his car that are much more vulnerable. When questioned by members the
complainant said she felt 8 out of 10 in terms of vulnerability, 10 being the most.
The complainant’s witness echoed the comments of his partner and supported her
account.
In addressing Members, the Licensee described some of what the complainant had
said as lies and claimed he was not racist towards her whatsoever. He did say
however that he was really sorry for what had happened that day. His account was
that the complainant had lost it with him and started swearing after he said he
disagreed with the protests. He accepted referring to the incident in Barbados and
saying that word once. He indicated to Members that he had not been driving for
Uber for 6 months now, he had really changed things and was doing his job to the
best of his ability. He informed Members of a role he had been appointed to recently,
in the context of describing how he had made positive changes in his life.
The Licensee was invited to address members on the other complaints against him.
Notably, in doing so he indicated to Members that in the second complaint of a racist
nature the passengers were Chinese. He claimed that both sets of passengers in
relation to the first and second racist incident were drunk.
Members noted that they have to be satisfied on the balance of probabilities that the
Licensee continues to be a fit and proper person to hold a Combined Hackney
Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence.
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Members found that the Licensee’s failure to return a DBS certificate to the licensing
authority in 2015 and failure to report a speeding offence in 2016, for which he
received 4 penalty points on his BANES Driver’s Licence, are relevant matters on his
record to weigh in the balance against the Licensee being fit and proper. Members
expect BANES licensed drivers to comply with the conditions and requirements of
their licence as these requirements help to assure the Council of the safety of the
travelling public in relation to a driver.
Members were concerned to note two complaints against the Licensee in relation to
his conduct with female passengers; the first complaint was received in July 2016
and the second in February 2019. In relation to the 2016 complaint members found
that the Licensee had made inappropriate contact with the prospective female
passenger via Facebook Messenger and mobile telephone. It was evident from the
messages that Members had seen, and which were not disputed by the Licensee in
his interview with the licensing authority, that the Licensee’s conduct had strayed
beyond professional into personal namely, asking to be friends, suggesting they
meet and when she said she did not think this was a good idea and stopped
responding, the contact via messages and phone calls became more persistent. In
the Licensee’s interview with the licensing authority in relation to this incident,
Members noted that he sought to minimise the incident saying initially it was “only [a]
friendly meet up request” he eventually conceded that he was “feeling down and
looking for something more than friendship” and having initially denied calling the
female “I did not call blank at any time, no number taken at all” he eventually went on
to concede “two calls at most”. The Licensee received a formal written warning from
the licensing authority for this incident in August 2016 and was given clear advice as
follows: “I would take this opportunity to advise you that you do everything in your
power to avoid any further complaints or allegations being made against you.
Especially such as the allegation as discussed on the 17th August 2016.”
Members found that notwithstanding this clear advice, there was a further incident in
February 2019 where the Licensee’s conduct strayed beyond the professional into
the personal again. A female passenger left her mobile telephone in the vehicle and
rather than taking it to the police in accordance with his licensing condition, or taking
it to the lost property at Uber’s local office, he decided to examine the bank cards
contained in the phone case and search on Facebook to try and identify the person.
He tracked down their place of work and took the phone there the following day. On
his own account he refused to leave the phone with a member of staff as he wanted
to hand it back personally.
Upon doing so he asked the female to be his friend on Facebook which she said in
her complaint to Uber was “inappropriate, just a bit creepy” and she said that she “no
longer wants rides with him from now on”. The Members noted that the Licensee had
not learnt from the warning he received in 2016 and this was inappropriate and
unprofessional conduct that they would not expect from a BANES licensed driver.
Members found that there had been three incidents of a racist nature concerning the
Licensee. The first took place in September 2019, the second March 2020 and the
third in June 2020. In relation to the September 2019 incident the Licensee had
made a comment about “English drivers” and the passenger who reported the
incident to Uber explained that they “were concerned that [the Licensee] appeared
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subconsciously racist”. In his own explanation of the incident to the licensing
authority, the Licensee denied any recollection of such an incident initially but
admitted that he “may have said something jokingly but not meaning it…We just joke
about English drivers being better and things, that’s all, there’s no malice in it…I
know we have to be careful about what we say with the way things are going now.
Well you have to be careful what you say to customers as they might not find it funny
as you don’t you who you’re picking up so you have to be careful.” The complaint
also related to the Licensee not following the Sat Nav and taking a more costly route.
The Licensee accepted he does not follow the Uber Sat Nav all the times as it is
often wrong.
In relation to the March 2020 complaint, the passenger reported to Uber that the
Licensee made inappropriate and racist comments regarding Coronavirus namely he
said that the Chinese were to blame “because they eat bats”. The passenger
described the Licensee’s conduct in their complaint as “completely misinformed and
blatantly ignorant comments” and that they were appalled and offended. In written
response to this complaint the Licensee recalled the journey but his account was that
“I said I had seen in the paper that day that the case was thought to be someone
eating bats in China – but who would know?” He denied saying as alleged and had
no recollection of the passengers being upset. In oral submissions before the LSC
the Licensee indicated that the passengers in question were Chinese.
Members found the complaint from June 2020 to be particularly concerning. They
read the account of the complainant supported by her witness. They have had the
benefit of hearing their oral account today via Zoom as well.
The complainant is a person of colour to whom the Licensee said that the Black
Lives Matter protests were irrelevant and would not change anything and that
violence was not the answer. He also claimed the UK is not racist and so there is no
point protesting. The complainant tried to explain to the Licensee that the BLM
protests were peaceful and tried to provide the Licensee with statistics on UK racism.
The complainant reports that the Licensee said that those who were subject to
racism in the UK deserved it to which the complainant provided examples of her
lived experiences of racism. At the end of the journey the Licensee signalled the
passengers to stay in the car and he recounted a story to them from when he visited
Barbados. This culminated in him explaining to his passengers how a waitress had
used that word in a phrased to his Dad, he then went on to repeat the sentence with
that word to the passengers again.
Members have intentionally decided not to include the complete word in their
reasons as they do want to perpetuate its use and do not condone its use in any
way. There is no dispute between the complainant and Licensee as to the word
used. Members find it deeply troubling that the Licensee used this word in front of his
passengers not once but twice and they prefer the complainants account about the
number of times it was said.
Whilst the Licensee has been licensed for over 25 years Members consider that for
the last 5 years since the complaint relating to failure to return the DBS Certificate,
the Licensee has displayed a course of conduct which has escalated in terms of
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seriousness and frequency. He has not learnt from warnings and does not seem to
be capable of acknowledging his inappropriate behaviour or addressing it. Members
prefer the accounts of the complainant and her witness who they found to be clear,
credible and compelling. They find the complainants’ accounts in relation to all
incidents to be more credible. The Licensee, they have not found to be credible as
his accounts are not consistent and he seeks to minimise his conduct and apportions
blame to others.
Members had regard to what the licensee had said about making changes but found
that the Licensee’s remorse seems to relate principally to the prospect of losing his
licence and livelihood rather than genuine remorse or understanding of what he has
done. At no time did he ask the complainants if there was anything he could do to
make it better. Members noted that their principal consideration is whether or not he
is fit and proper as opposed to the impact on his livelihood.
Members have asked themselves if they would allow their friends, loved ones and
indeed all members of the community to travel alone in a vehicle driven by this
person and on the balance of the probability, Members’ answer to this question is
‘no’.
The Licensee asked members to consider a probationary period of 6 months where
they could assess his conduct. This is not an option that is open to them in law, but
they would not consider this appropriate and proportionate in all the circumstances in
any event.
Members did not consider a suspension to be appropriate and proportionate as they
did not believe a suspension would serve to change his behaviour which was part of
his character.
Members do not take a decision to revoke a driver’s licence lightly but in all the
circumstances and for the reasons expressed herein Members find the Licensee not
to be a fit and proper person to continue to hold a Combined Hackney
Carriage/Private Hire Driver’s Licence and accordingly members determine that the
Licensee’s licence should be revoked in accordance with section 61 (2A) Local
Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976.
Authority is delegated to the Public Protection Officer to issue the notice accordingly.

The meeting ended at 12.30 pm
Chair(person)
Date Confirmed and Signed
Prepared by Democratic Services
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BATH AND NORTH EAST SOMERSET COUNCIL
LICENSING SUB-COMMITTEE
Tuesday, 22nd December, 2020, 11.00 am
Councillors: Manda Rigby (Chair), Steve Hedges and Karen Warrington
Officers in attendance: Terrill Wolyn (Senior Licensing Officer) and Shaine Lewis (Legal
Services Manager)
54

WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS
The Chair welcomed those present to the meeting and introduced the other
members of the Sub-Committee and the officers in attendance.

55

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND SUBSTITUTIONS
There were none.

56

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were none.

57

TO ANNOUNCE ANY URGENT BUSINESS AGREED BY THE CHAIR
There was none.

58

LICENSING PROCEDURE
The Chair explained the procedure for the meeting and all parties confirmed that
they had received it.

59

REVIEW OF PREMISES LICENCE APPLICATION - THE BIRD BATH, 18-19
PULTENEY ROAD, BATHWICK, BATH BA2 4EZ
The Senior Licensing Officer presented the report which was a review of the
Premises Licence for The Bird Bath, 18-19 Pulteney Road, Bathwick, Bath. She
outlined the licensable activities and grounds for the review to the Sub-Committee.
She reminded the meeting that photos and a statement from the review applicant
had been circulated in advance of the meeting, along with a statement from the
general manager (designated premises supervisor) who was now Jonathan Walker
not Christopher Hardwicke. All members of the Sub-Committee confirmed receipt of
the additional information which would be added to the published agenda.
She explained that some of the issues outlined in the review applicant’s statement
were a separate regime to licensing.
The review applicant Arthur Dyer read out his statement to the Sub-Committee. He
outlined his concerns – noise from people in the hot tub, bar and outside areas,
playing of amplified music from 10am to midnight, music played out of hours – all of
Page 1
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which had a significant impact on his premises. He had provided photos and video
evidence to the Sub-Committee. The Legal Adviser reminded Members that the
focus of the meeting was the prevention of public nuisance and how licensable
activities impact on the licensing objectives. The Sub-Committee first had to
determine whether the music was regulated entertainment or incidental and second
if it were regulated entertainment whether it was a public nuisance. Issues such as
light pollution, boundary and privacy issues, competition, harassment and a smokefree zone could not be considered as they were not the remit of the Licensing SubCommittee. The Licensing Act 2003 was clear on what could and could not be taken
into account. The following questions were raised:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The review applicant confirmed he had made complaints to planning
enforcement and licensing over a few years, initially he had thought the issues
would be temporary not permanent;
He did not think there had been any change since the new general manager
had taken over, there were still people playing music and the manager was
seen lighting fires in the outside area (fires could not be taken into account);
The review applicant stated he had been advised not to engage with the
premises due to serious implications;
It was confirmed that speakers were built in and attached to the boundary
wall. Speakers had been moved to the front of the building and he felt they
needed removing;
There was a direct noise impact on his building due to the music and large
numbers of people talking and he could no longer provide a quiet area for his
customers;
The review applicant said he had provided emails from Environmental
Protection regarding noise nuisance however, it was noted that no
representations had been received from the responsible authorities;
He confirmed the venue was advertised as a party venue not a music venue
and he had provided evidence;
The Senior Licensing Officer explained the licensed area outlined in Annex C.

The other review applicant Reverend Neil Cocking joined the meeting. He confirmed
his support for the review and said there had never been problems before but
explained that there had been a gradual encroachment into the hotel car park since
becoming a party venue, with a marquee and outside speakers the nuisance had
increased. The premises were in a respectable residential area and was more like a
nightclub now although he was not as affected as Mr Dyer.
Leo Charalambides (Barrister for the premises) presented their case. He stated that
the licensing process was a very particular legal regime constrained by relevance.
The Council’s legal adviser had addressed this. He was concerned that the
threshold for relevance had not been met and the nuisance was a private issue
where the neighbour had concerns, with rival commercial interests. There was no
evidence of statutory nuisance but evidence that the applicant could complain and
Licensing Officers had visited and changes were made, speakers moved, Bluetooth
turned off in the hot tub and signage put up. He explained that noise could be
intrusive but that did not make it a public nuisance. The High Court ruled that
inaudibility was unlawful. The venue was being developed as a boutique hotel, away
from the previous party venue and the outside area was being used in a Covid-safe
manner. Efforts had been made to engage with the review applicant unsuccessfully
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and the premises were happy to engage with environmental health, licensing and
planning.
Questions followed:
•
•
•
•

The general manager confirmed that there were speakers at the front but they
would not be replaced, the speakers at the back had been removed;
The hot tub was in a private room with a terrace, licensing did cover the sale
of alcohol but residents could consume alcohol that they had brought with
them in a private room;
It was confirmed that the photo of the hot tub was for publicity;
As regards any conditions being proportionate the barrister stated there were
clear notices to guests to respect local residents, the speakers at the rear had
been removed, there was signage in the hot tub and outside area.

Following summing up the meeting adjourned for Members to consider their
decision.
RESOLVED that no action be taken on the review of the premises licence
application for The Bird Bath, 18-19 Pulteney Road, Bathwick, Bath.
Reasons for decision
Members have determined an application for a Review of a Premises Licence at The
Bird Bath, Pulteney Road, Bath. In doing so, they have taken into consideration the
Licensing Act 2003, Statutory Guidance, the Council’s Policy, Human Rights Act
1998 and case law.
Members are aware that the proper approach under the Licensing Act is to be
reluctant to regulate in the absence of evidence and must only do what is
appropriate and proportionate in the promotion of the licensing objectives. Members
reminded themselves that each application must be considered on its own merits
and in this instance the objective of prevention of public nuisance had been raised.
The applicant for the review stated there had been a number of problems with the
premise over the last 2-3 years since it had morphed into a party venue.
Photographs, video images and emails were produced in support of the application
showing the nature of the business model and the nuisance they experienced from
light pollution, building works and music and voice arising from the premises outside
areas. This nuisance, it was stated, is particularly intrusive as a result of attractions
such as a jacuzzi, photobooth and marquee placed in close proximity to
neighbouring properties. Further, fixtures have been unlawfully attached to
boundary walls and in one instance water was running off a shed on to neighbouring
land. The applicants added that, with large groups gathering, talking loudly, signing,
screaming and listening to music in areas previously used as a carpark, the hotel
was operating as a party venue causing neighbours to feel unsafe, intimated and
harassed in their gardens.
In response the Bird’s representative stated these were classic private nuisance
issues and there was no evidence of an actionable public nuisance in terms of the
Licensing Act 2003. Further, there was no evidence or representation from
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Responsible Authorities and in any event, there is case law against imposing an
inaudibility condition should a nuisance be found.
It was further stated that a new DPS had taken responsibility for the premises who
had some 38 years’ experience and he had attempted to engage with the neighbours
and will continue to do so. Nevertheless, it remained unclear whether Mr Dyer’s
concerns were as a competing business or concerned resident and that since taking
over he had been working to change direction of the business as a result of the
pandemic. For example, the marquee will no longer be erected, outdoor speakers in
the rear had been removed and the hot tub closely monitored. Further, staff will
keep music to background level, monitor noise levels and guests using the hot tub
will no longer be issued with the Bluetooth code. It was also stated the licensee had
taken the Review application seriously and it was hoped that this would be a starting
point for an ongoing conversation with neighbours as it was not in the premises’
interest to cause undue disturbance to its guests, neighbours and local residents.
In determining this application Members were careful to take account of relevant
written and oral representations and balance their competing interests. Whilst
Members were mindful of other statutory regimes, however, they were careful not to
duplicate these. Therefore, Members disregarded issues such as private nuisance
and nuisance under the Environmental Protection Act, matters arising from water
runoff from a shed, light pollution, party or boundary wall issues and planning
matters. Moreover, privacy, civil property rights, business model, competition and
smoke free zone were disregarded as were allegations of intimidation and
harassment as they all fall outside of the Licencing Act regime.
Members asked themselves whether the recorded music could be described as a
licensable activity or incidental and noted it was a matter for them to decide on the
facts of the case. Members noted there was no charge for entry, guests were not
arranged as an audience and the venue was not advertising music as an attraction;
such as a night club. Accordingly, and when taken together with the photos and
videos, Members concluded music played outside was not capable of being treated
as a licensable activity for the purposes of this Review.
With regard to public nuisance Members were aware it is for Licensing and
Responsible Authorities to consider what constitutes this and what is appropriate to
prevent it. Accordingly, Members reminded themselves that public nuisance is not
narrowly defined, and it is important to remember that public nuisance could include
low-level nuisance affecting a few people living locally. Whilst noting music was
audible in neighbouring gardens, however, neither the Police nor Environmental
Protection had made a representation. Members therefore found music in these
circumstances could not reasonably be described as falling within the scope of the
Licensing Act 2003 as causing Public Nuisance.
In all the circumstances, and whilst encouraging the parties to continue discussions
and engagement, Members do not find the application met the Licensing Act 2003
threshold and accordingly take no action.

The meeting ended at 12.47 pm
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Chair(person)
Date Confirmed and Signed
Prepared by Democratic Services
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Agenda Item 6
Licensing Sub Committee
Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Drivers
Complaint Hearing Procedure

1.

The Chair will introduce Members of the Committee, introduce the Officers
present, explain the procedure to be followed and ensure those present have
received and understood that procedure.

2.

The Licensing Officer will outline the nature of the matter to be considered by
the Committee.

3.

The Complainant presents their case, may call witnesses and may be
questioned by the Committee and other parties. Where a written complaint
has been made the complaint will be read by the Committee. The procedure
will be repeated should there be more than one complainant.

4.

The Licensee presents their case, may call witnesses and may be questioned
by the Committee and other parties.

5.

The Chair will ask the Licensing Officers present whether they wish to
comment. An Officer making comment may be asked questions.

6.

The Complainant is invited to make a closing statement

7.

The Licensee is invited to make a closing statement.

8.

The Chair will invite the Committee to move into private session to enable the
Members to deliberate in private. The Committee will reconvene publicly if
clarification of evidence is required and/or legal advice is required. The
Committee may retire to a private room, or alternatively require vacation of the
meeting room by all other persons.

9.

Whilst in deliberation the Committee will be accompanied by Legal and
Democratic Services Officers for the purpose of assisting them in drafting their
reasoning for the decision.

10. The Committee will reconvene the meeting and the Chair will announce the
Committee’s decision with reasons and advise that the decision will be
released in writing within the statutory time limits.

Updated November 2013
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PLEASE NOTE:
•

Where the Committee considers it necessary the procedure may be varied.

•

In circumstances where a party fails to attend the Committee will consider
whether to proceed in absence or defer to the next meeting. Should a matter be
deferred the deferral notice will state that the matter may proceed in a party’s
absence on the next occasion. In deciding whether to proceed all notices,
communications and representations will be considered.

•

Only in exceptional circumstances will the Committee take account of
additional late documentary or other information and will be at the discretion of
the Chair and on notice to all the other parties. No new representations will be
allowed at the hearing.

•

The Committee will disregard all information or representations considered
irrelevant.

•

The hearing will take the form of a discussion. The Committee will allow parties
to the proceedings to ask questions. Formal cross examination will be
discouraged and, should they be necessary, supplementary questions allowed
for clarification purposes only.

•

Parties will have an equal amount of time to present their cases. Whilst time
limits are at the Chair’s discretion, in the interests of cost and efficiency,
presentations will not normally exceed twenty minutes to include summarising
the case. Time limits will not include the time taken for questions.
N.B.
1. Where there is more than one party making relevant representations the
time allocated will be split between those parties.
2. Where several parties are making the same or similar representations it is
suggested that one representative is appointed to avoid duplication and to
make the most efficient use of the allocated time.
3. Where an objection is made by an association or local residents group, a
duly authorised person – as notified to the Licensing authority – may
speak on behalf of that association or local residents group.

•

The Chair may request that persons behaving in a disruptive manner should
leave the hearing and their return refused, or allowed subject to conditions. An
excluded person is however, entitled to submit the information they would have
been entitled to present had they not been excluded.

•

Bath & North East Somerset Council is committed to taking decisions in an
honest, accountable and transparent fashion. On occasion however, it may be
necessary to exclude members of the press and public pursuant to the Local
Government Act 1972 Schedule 12 (a). In those circumstances reasons for such
decisions will be given.

•

If a person has special needs regarding access, hearing or vision, this should be
brought to the Licensing Authority’s attention prior to the hearing so that
reasonable adjustments may be made.
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LICENSING SUB-COMMITTEE
HACKNEY CARRIAGE (TAXI) AND
PRIVATE HIRE VEHICLES COMPLAINT PROCEDURE
Chair introduces Members and Officers
present
Chair confirms all parties have
received and understood procedure
Licensing Officer introduces report

If Complainant/Licensee not present
Committee decides whether to proceed
or defer on notice
Complainant presents case and may
call witnesses. Questions may be
asked by Members and other parties
witnesses
Licensee presents case and may call
witnesses. Questions may be asked by
Members and other parties.
Licensing Officer invited to comment.
Officer may be questioned.
Complainant makes closing statement.

Licensee makes closing statement

Committee moves to private session to
determine matter.
Meeting reconvened in public and Chair
announces decision. Reasons given
and parties advised decision will be
confirmed in writing.
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Agenda Item 8

Access to Information Arrangements
Exclusion of access by the public to Council meetings
Information Compliance Ref: LGA 1440/20
Meeting / Decision: Licensing Sub-Committee
Date: Thursday 21st January 2021
Author: John Dowding
Exempt Report Title: Consideration of Fit and Proper
Exempt Appendix Title(s):
Exempt Annex A- Current Licence
Exempt Annex B- Standard Letter September 2018
Exempt Annex C – Email November2019
Exempt Annex D – Email October 2020
Exempt Annex E – Relevant Insurance Expiry and Production Dates
Exempt Annex E – Operator, Vehicle and Driver Standards Policy.
The Report contains exempt information, according to the categories set out
in the Local Government Act 1972 (amended Schedule 12A). The relevant
exemption is set out below.
Stating the exemption:
1. Information relating to any individual
2. Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual
3. Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular
person (including the authority holding that information)
The public interest test has been applied, and it is concluded that the public
interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs the public interest in
disclosure at this time. It is therefore recommended that the Report be
withheld from publication on the Council website. The paragraphs below set
out the relevant public interest issues in this case.
PUBLIC INTEREST TEST
If the sub-Committee wishes to consider a matter with press and public
excluded, it must be satisfied on two matters.
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Firstly, it must be satisfied that the information likely to be disclosed falls
within one of the accepted categories of exempt information under the Local
Government Act 1972. The officer responsible for this item believes that this
information falls within the following exemptions and this has been confirmed
by the Council’s Information Compliance Manager.
The following exemptions are engaged in respect to this report:
1. Information relating to any individual
2. Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual
3. Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any
particular person (including the authority holding that information)
Exemptions 1 and 2 above must be considered in conjunction with the
Principles of the Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA). It is considered that
disclosure of the information in this report would breach the first principle of
the DPA, which requires personal data to be fairly and lawfully processed.
Secondly, it is necessary to weigh up the arguments for and against
disclosure on public interest grounds. It is considered that there is a public
interest in information about individuals applying for taxi licences in the area,
and in particular, information as to the backgrounds of those individuals.
Other factors in favour of disclosure include:
•
•
•
•

furthering public understanding of the issues involved;
furthering public participation in the public debate of issues, in that
disclosure would allow a more informed debate;
promoting accountability and transparency by the Council for the
decisions it takes;
allowing individuals and companies to understand decisions made by
the Council affecting their lives and assist individuals to challenge
those decisions.

However there is a real risk that the first Principle of the DPA will be
breached by this disclosure, and that the individual/s concerned could bring
a successful action against the Council if the disclosure occurred. Therefore
it is recommended that exemptions 1 and 2 in Schedule 12A stand. The
Council considers that the public interest is in favour of not holding this
matter in open session at this time and that any reporting on the meeting is
prevented in accordance with Section 100A(5A)
Due to the factors outlined above, further consideration has not been given to
the application of exemption 3 of Schedule 12A.
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By virtue of paragraph(s) 1, 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.

Document is Restricted
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Agenda Item 9

Access to Information Arrangements
Exclusion of access by the public to Council meetings
Information Compliance Ref: LGA 3/21
Meeting / Decision: Licensing Sub-Committee
Date: Thursday 21st January 2021
Author: John Dowding
Exempt Report Title: Consideration of Fit and Proper
Exempt Appendix Title(s):
Exempt Annex A - Current Licence
Exempt Annex B - Standard Letter October 2018
Exempt Annex C – Standard Letter October 2029
Exempt Annex D – Email December 2020
Exempt Annex E – Relevant Insurance Expiry and Production Dates
Exempt Annex F – Operator, Vehicle and Driver Standards Policy.

The Report contains exempt information, according to the categories set out in the
Local Government Act 1972 (amended Schedule 12A). The relevant exemption is set
out below.
Stating the exemption:
1. Information relating to any individual
2. Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual
3. Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person
(including the authority holding that information)
The public interest test has been applied, and it is concluded that the public interest
in maintaining the exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosure at this time. It
is therefore recommended that the Report be withheld from publication on the
Council website. The paragraphs below set out the relevant public interest issues in
this case.
PUBLIC INTEREST TEST
If the sub-Committee wishes to consider a matter with press and public excluded, it
must be satisfied on two matters.
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Firstly, it must be satisfied that the information likely to be disclosed falls within one of
the accepted categories of exempt information under the Local Government Act
1972. The officer responsible for this item believes that this information falls within
the following exemptions and this has been confirmed by the Council’s Information
Compliance Manager.
The following exemptions are engaged in respect to this report:
1. Information relating to any individual
2. Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual
3. Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular
person (including the authority holding that information)
Exemptions 1 and 2 above must be considered in conjunction with the Principles of
the Data Protection Act 2018 (DPA). It is considered that disclosure of the
information in this report would breach the first principle of the DPA, which requires
personal data to be fairly and lawfully processed.
Secondly, it is necessary to weigh up the arguments for and against disclosure on
public interest grounds. It is considered that there is a public interest in information
about individuals applying for taxi licences in the area, and in particular, information
as to the backgrounds of those individuals.
Other factors in favour of disclosure include:
•
•
•
•

furthering public understanding of the issues involved;
furthering public participation in the public debate of issues, in that disclosure
would allow a more informed debate;
promoting accountability and transparency by the Council for the decisions it
takes;
allowing individuals and companies to understand decisions made by the
Council affecting their lives and assist individuals to challenge those
decisions.

However there is a real risk that the first Principle of the DPA will be breached by
this disclosure, and that the individual/s concerned could bring a successful action
against the Council if the disclosure occurred. Therefore it is recommended that
exemptions 1 and 2 in Schedule 12A stand. The Council considers that the public
interest is in favour of not holding this matter in open session at this time and that
any reporting on the meeting is prevented in accordance with Section 100A(5A)
Due to the factors outlined above, further consideration has not been given to the
application of exemption 3 of Schedule 12A.
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By virtue of paragraph(s) 1, 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.
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